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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A villager carries the body of his dead son following a 5.6-magnitude earthquake that killed at least 162 people, with hundreds injured and others missing in Cianjur on November 22, 2022. (Photo by ADITYA AJI / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A man hugs a Ukrainian soldier as local residents gather to celebrate the liberation of Kherson, on November 13, 2022, amid Russia's invasion of Ukraine. - Ukrainians in the liberated southern city of Kherson expressed a sense of relief on November 11, 2022, after months of Russian occupation. There were no scenes of jubilation on November 13, 2022, an AFP correspondent said, but many locals said they felt a great sense of relief after Kyiv had wrested back control of the city. (Photo by AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A Ukrainian soldier of an artillery unit fires towards Russian positions outside Bakhmut on November 8, 2022, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by BULENT KILIC / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Supporters of Brazilian former President (2003-2010) and candidate for the leftist Workers Party (PT) Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva celebrate after their candidate won the presidential runoff election at the Cinelandia square in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on October 30, 2022. - Brazil's veteran leftist Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva was elected president Sunday by a hair's breadth, beating his far-right rival in a down-to-the-wire poll that split the country in two, election officials said. (Photo by Pablo PORCIUNCULA / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

This picture taken on October 29, 2022 shows emergency workers and others assisting people who were caught in a Halloween stampede in the district of Itaewon in Seoul. - More than 150 people have been killed in a stampede at a Halloween event in Seoul, officials said on October 30, with South Korea's president vowing a thorough investigation into one of the country's worst-ever disasters. (Photo by Albert RETIEF / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

This UGC image posted on Twitter reportedly on October 26, 2022 shows an unveiled woman standing on top of a vehicle as thousands make their way towards Aichi cemetery in Saqez, Mahsa Amini's home town in the western Iranian province of Kurdistan, to mark 40 days since her death, defying heightened security measures as part of a bloody crackdown on women-led protests. - A wave of unrest has rocked Iran since 22-year-old Amini died on September 16 following her arrest by the morality police in Tehran for allegedly breaching the country's strict rules on hijab headscarves and modest clothing. (Photo by UGC / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022

=== RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE - MANDATORY CREDIT "AFP PHOTO / UGC IMAGE" - NO MARKETING NO ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS - DISTRIBUTED AS A SERVICE TO CLIENTS FROM ALTERNATIVE SOURCES, AFP IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DIGITAL ALTERATIONS TO THE PICTURE'S EDITORIAL CONTENT, DATE AND LOCATION WHICH CANNOT BE INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED === / 
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A drone approaches for an attack in Kyiv on October 17, 2022, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Real Madrid's French forward Karim Benzema receives the Ballon d'Or award during the 2022 Ballon d'Or France Football award ceremony at the Theatre du Chatelet in Paris on October 17, 2022. (Photo by FRANCK FIFE / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Aerial view of an abandoned boat on a desert at the site of former Lake Poopo, near Punaca Tinta Maria, Bolivia, taken on October 15, 2022. - Lake Poopo, once Bolivia's second-largest, has largely disappeared, taking with it a centuries-old culture reliant entirely on its bounty. (Photo by Martín SILVA / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

Aerial view of an abandoned boat on a desert at the site of former Lake Poopo, near Punaca Tinta Maria, Bolivia, taken on October 15, 2022. - Lake Poopo, once Bolivia's second-largest, has largely disappeared, taking with it a centuries-old culture reliant entirely on its bounty. (Photo by Martín SILVA / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Elephant keeper Kiapi Lakupanai plays with two calves at Reteti Elephant Sanctuary in Namunyak Wildlife Conservancy, Samburu, Kenya on October 12, 2022. - Reteti Elephant Sanctuary has been overwhelmed with rescue operations and the influx of orphaned and abandoned calves due to the current drought in Namunyak Wildlife Conservancy where they operate. Parched lands and dry wells cover the terrain leading to many baby elephants to lose their exhausted mothers, or get abandoned or lost.East Africa’s worst drought in forty years is starving Kenya’s famed wildlife of usual food and water sources while increasing human-wildlife conflict. The severe drought has not only put millions of people on the brink of starvation, but it is also threatening the rich biodiversity in the region. (Photo by Luis Tato / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Migrants carry a smuggling boat on their shoulders as they prepare to embark on the beach of Gravelines, near Dunkirk, northern France on October 12, 2022, in a attempt to cross the English Channel. (Photo by Sameer Al-DOUMY / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

Elephant keeper Kiapi Lakupanai plays with two calves at Reteti Elephant Sanctuary in Namunyak Wildlife Conservancy, Samburu, Kenya on October 12, 2022. - Reteti Elephant Sanctuary has been overwhelmed with rescue operations and the influx of orphaned and abandoned calves due to the current drought in Namunyak Wildlife Conservancy where they operate. Parched lands and dry wells cover the terrain leading to many baby elephants to lose their exhausted mothers, or get abandoned or lost.East Africa’s worst drought in forty years is starving Kenya’s famed wildlife of usual food and water sources while increasing human-wildlife conflict. The severe drought has not only put millions of people on the brink of starvation, but it is also threatening the rich biodiversity in the region. (Photo by Luis Tato / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A man assists an injured woman during a protest against Haitian Prime Minister Ariel Henry calling for his resignation, in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, October 10, 2022. - Protests and looting have rocked the already unstable country since September 11, when Prime Minister Ariel Henry announced a fuel price hike. (Photo by Richard Pierrin / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Black smoke billows from a fire on the Kerch bridge that links Crimea to Russia, after a truck exploded, near Kerch, on October 8, 2022. - Moscow announced on October 8, 2022 that a truck exploded igniting a huge fire and damaging the key Kerch bridge -- built as Russia's sole land link with annexed Crimea -- and vowed to find the perpetrators, without immediately blaming Ukraine. (Photo by AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

In this aerial image, Baker Lake is surrounded by Fall colors on October 8, 2022 near East Bolton, Quebec, Canada. (Photo by Sebastien ST-JEAN / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A reindeer walks in the boreal forest, above The Arctic Circle, in Finnish Lapland, near Kaakkurilampi on October 7, 2022, where during the last 20 years Scandinavian Arctic forests have been the target of an increasing amount of wood bugs, due to longer summers. - The boreal forest, which is only second to the Amazon in terms of its vital role in ensuring the future of the planet, encircles the Arctic -- and it is in just as much danger from climate change as the South American rainforest.The deep, verdant green ring -- which stretches across Canada, Scandinavia, Russia and Alaska -- has been weakened by increasing forest fires, the melting of permafrost, intensifying insect infestations and warming temperatures. (Photo by Olivier MORIN / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A southern right whale (Eubalaena australis) is photographed at La Cantera beach near Puerto Madryn, Chubut Province, Argentina, on October 6, 2022. - At least 13 dead southern right whales appeared on the coast of the Golfo Nuevo and Península Valdez sanctuary, in northern Patagonia, in the past few days. The cause of their death is being investigated, the Whale Conservation Institute (ICB) reported. (Photo by Luis ROBAYO / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Members of the "Jove de Tarragona" team attempt to form a "castell" (human tower) during the 28th edition of the 'castells' competetion at the Tarraco arena in Tarragona on October 2, 2022. - These human towers, built traditionally in festivals within Catalonia, gather several teams that attempt to build and dismantle a human tower structure. (Photo by Josep LAGO / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Brazil's former President (2003-2010) and presidential candidate for the leftist Workers Party (PT) Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva greets supporters during a campaign rally on the eve of the presidential election, in Sao Paulo, Brazil, on October 1, 2022. - Brazilians go to the polls Sunday in South America's biggest economy, plagued by gaping inequalities and violence, where voters ar expected to choose between far-right incumbent Jair Bolsonaro and leftist front-runner Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva, any of which must garner 50 percent of valid votes, plus one, to win in the first round. (Photo by Miguel Schincariol / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

People clear debris in the aftermath of Hurricane Ian in Fort Myers Beach, Florida on September 30, 2022. - Forecasters expect Hurricane Ian to cause life-threatening storm surges in the Carolinas on Friday after unleashing devastation in Florida, where it left a yet unknown number of dead in its wake. After weakening across Florida, Ian regained its Category 1 status in the Atlantic Ocean and was headed toward the Carolinas, the US National Hurricane Center said Friday. (Photo by Giorgio VIERA / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

US model Bella Hadid is dressed by spraying Fabrican Spray-on fabric during the Coperni Spring-Summer 2023 fashion show as part of the Paris Womenswear Fashion Week, in Paris, on September 30, 2022. - Dr Manel Torres (L), is the managing director of Fabrican Ltd and inventor of the spray-on fabric, used to create a  minimalist Coperni slip dress directly onto Hadid's body. (Photo by JULIEN DE ROSA / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Russian President Vladimir Putin is seen on a screen set at Red Square as he addresses a rally and a concert marking the annexation of four regions of Ukraine Russian troops occupy - Lugansk, Donetsk, Kherson and Zaporizhzhia, in central Moscow on September 30, 2022. (Photo by Alexander NEMENOV / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

People clear debris in the aftermath of Hurricane Ian in Fort Myers Beach, Florida on September 30, 2022. - Forecasters expect Hurricane Ian to cause life-threatening storm surges in the Carolinas on Friday after unleashing devastation in Florida, where it left a yet unknown number of dead in its wake. After weakening across Florida, Ian regained its Category 1 status in the Atlantic Ocean and was headed toward the Carolinas, the US National Hurricane Center said Friday. (Photo by Giorgio VIERA / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

Waves hit the Malecon in Havana, on September 28, 2022, after the passage of hurricane Ian. - Cuba exceeded 12 hours this Wednesday in total blackout with "zero electricity generation" due to failures in the links of the national electrical system (sen), after the passage of powerful Hurricane Ian. (Photo by YAMIL LAGE / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

This photograph taken on September 25, 2022, shows empty graves after exhumation of bodies in the mass grave created during the Russian's occupation in Izyum, Kharkiv region, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Switzerland's Roger Federer (L) sheds a tear after playing his final match, a doubles with Spain's Rafael Nadal (R) of Team Europe against USA's Jack Sock and USA's Frances Tiafoe of Team World in the 2022 Laver Cup at the O2 Arena in London, early on September 24, 2022. - Roger Federer brings the curtain down on his spectacular career in a "super special" match alongside long-time rival Rafael Nadal at the Laver Cup in London on Friday. (Photo by Glyn KIRK / AFP) / RESTRICTED TO EDITORIAL USE
AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

Tasmania state wildlife services personnel check the carcasses of pilot whales, numbering nearly 200, after they were found beached the previous day on Macquarie Heads on the west coast of Tasmania, on September 23, 2022. - Almost 200 whales have perished at an exposed, surf-swept beach on the rugged west coast of Tasmania, where Australian rescuers were only able to save a few dozen survivors on September 22. (Photo by Glenn NICHOLLS / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Police officers detain a man following calls to protest against partial mobilisation announced by Russian President, in Moscow, on September 21, 2022. - More than 1,300 people have been arrested at demonstrations across Russia against President Vladimir Putin's announcement of a partial mobilisation of civilians to fight in Ukraine, a police monitoring group said on September 21, 2022. (Photo by Alexander NEMENOV / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Nasibe Samsaei, an Iranian woman living in Turkey, cuts her ponytail off during a protest outside the Iranian consulate in Istanbul on September 21, 2022, following the death of an Iranian woman after her arrest by the country's morality police in Tehran. - Mahsa Amini, 22, was on a visit with her family to the Iranian capital Tehran, when she was detained on September 13, 2022, by the police unit responsible for enforcing Iran's strict dress code for women, including the wearing of the headscarf in public. She was declared dead on September 16, 2022 by state television after having spent three days in a coma. (Photo by Yasin AKGUL / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A protester holds a portrait of Mahsa Amini  during a demonstration in support of Amini, a young Iranian woman who died after being arrested in Tehran by the Islamic Republic's morality police, on Istiklal avenue in Istanbul on September 20, 2022. - Amini, 22, was on a visit with her family to the Iranian capital when she was detained on September 13 by the police unit responsible for enforcing Iran's strict dress code for women, including the wearing of the headscarf in public. She was declared dead on September 16 by state television after having spent three days in a coma. (Photo by Ozan KOSE / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

The Queen's corgis, Muick and Sandy are walked inside Windsor Castle on September 19, 2022, ahead of the Committal Service for Britain's Queen Elizabeth II. (Photo by Glyn KIRK / POOL / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

The Procession following the coffin of Queen Elizabeth II, aboard the State Hearse, travels up The Long Walk in Windsor on September 19, 2022, making its final journey to Windsor Castle after the State Funeral Service of Britain's Queen Elizabeth II. (Photo by CARL DE SOUZA / POOL / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

The Bearer Party take the coffin of Queen Elizabeth II, from the State Hearse, into St George's Chapel inside Windsor Castle on September 19, 2022, for the Committal Service for Britain's Queen Elizabeth II. - Monday's committal service is expected to be attended by at least 800 people, most of whom will not have been at the earlier State Funeral at Westminster Abbey. (Photo by Jeff J Mitchell / POOL / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Aerial view of a hill on the dessert crossed by a section of the US - Mexico border wall near San Luis Rio Colorado, Mexico, on September 19, 2022. - The wall between Mexico and the United States also disrupts wildlife: environmentalists from both countries are determined to rescue the natural habitat of different species, such as cats, bears or deer, whose territories are broken by the controversial structure. (Photo by Guillermo Arias / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A deforested and burnt area is seen on a stretch of the BR-230 (Transamazonian highway) in Humaitá, Amazonas State, Brazil, on September 16, 2022. - According to the National Institute for Space Research (INPE), hotspots in the Amazon region saw a record increase in the first half of September, being the average for the month 1,400 fires per day. (Photo by MICHAEL DANTAS / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Britain's King Charles III walks behind the coffin of Queen Elizabeth II, adorned with a Royal Standard and the Imperial State Crown and pulled by a Gun Carriage of The King's Troop Royal Horse Artillery, during a procession from Buckingham Palace to the Palace of Westminster, in London on September 14, 2022. - Queen Elizabeth II will lie in state in Westminster Hall inside the Palace of Westminster, from Wednesday until a few hours before her funeral on Monday, with huge queues expected to file past her coffin to pay their respects. (Photo by Marco BERTORELLO / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A woman (C) gestures for help as Kenyan security forces intervene during a stampede at the entrance of the Moi International Sports Center Kasarani in Nairobi, Kenya, on September 13, 2022 ahead of William Ruto inauguration ceremony. - Incoming Kenyan president William Ruto has clawed his way to the top as the nation's "hustler-in-chief", playing on his religious faith and humble beginnings selling chickens by the roadside (Photo by Tony KARUMBA / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

This aerial picture taken on September 13, 2022 at Glacier 3000 resort above Les Diablerets shows the Tsanfleuron pass free of the ice that covered it for at least 2,000 years next to blankets covering snow from the last winter season to prevent it from melting. - The thick layer of ice that has covered a Swiss mountain pass between Scex Rouge glacier and Tsanfleuron glacier since at least the Roman era has melted away completely. Following a dry winter, the summer heatwaves hitting Europe have been catastrophic for the Alpine glaciers, which have been melting at an accelerated rate. (Photo by Fabrice COFFRINI / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A family bathes on a beach full of plastic residues and other waste in Omoa, Honduras, on September 10, 2022. - Dragged by different tributaries, immense multicolored plastic deposits cover the calm waters of Lake Suchitlan in El Salvador like a blanket. The same thing happens on the paradisiacal beaches of the Honduran Caribbean, which receive thousands of tons of waste from Guatemala. (Photo by ORLANDO sierra / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A horse drinks water among plastic residues, glass and other materials at the Cerron Grande reservoir in Potonico, El Salvador, on September 9, 2022. - Dragged by different tributaries, immense multicolored plastic deposits cover the calm waters of Lake Suchitlan in El Salvador like a blanket. The same thing happens on the paradisiacal beaches of the Honduran Caribbean, which receive thousands of tons of waste from Guatemala. (Photo by MARVIN RECINOS / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

CalFire firefighters turn away from the fire to watch for any stray embers during a firing operation to build a line to contain the Fairview Fire near Hemet, California, on September 8, 2022. - A ferocious heat wave scorching the western United States could finally begin to wane in the coming days, forecasters said on September 7, but they warned of dangerous fire conditions as howling winds sweep through the bone-dry region. (Photo by Patrick T. FALLON / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

This photo taken on September 2, 2022 shows people sitting on a section of a parched river bed along the Yangtze River in Wuhan in China's central Hubei province. (Photo by AFP) / China OUT / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

This photo taken on September 2, 2022 shows people sitting on a section of a parched river bed along the Yangtze River in Wuhan in China's central Hubei province. (Photo by AFP) / China OUT / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

Aerial view of a burnt area in the Amazon rainforest at the Mapinguari National Park in Porto Velho, on the border of the states of Rondonia and Amazonas, northern Brazil, on September 1, 2022. - Experts say Amazon fires are caused mainly by illegal farmers, ranchers and speculators clearing land and torching the trees. (Photo by DOUGLAS MAGNO / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

An emaciated cow stands at the bottom of the water pan that has been dried up for 4 months in Iresteno, a bordering town with Ethiopia, on September 1, 2022. - The devastating Horn of Africa drought is set to get even worse with a fifth consecutive failed rainy season, the UN's weather agency forecasted, fearing an unprecedented humanitarian catastrophe. Ethiopia, Kenya and Somalia are already going through their worst drought for 40 years and another poor rainy season is now highly likely, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) warned. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A flood-affected man sits along with his children alongside flood waters after heavy monsoon rains in Jaffarabad district of Balochistan province on August 31, 2022. - Army helicopters flew sorties over cut-off areas in Pakistan's mountainous north on August 31 and rescue parties fanned out across waterlogged plains in the south as misery mounted for millions trapped by the worst floods in the country's history. (Photo by Fida HUSSAIN / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A man (L) along with a youth use a satellite dish to move children across a flooded area after heavy monsoon rainfalls in Jaffarabad district, Balochistan province, on August 26, 2022. - Heavy rain continued to pound parts of Pakistan on August 26 after the government declared an emergency to deal with monsoon flooding it said had "affected" over four million people. (Photo by Fida HUSSAIN / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A man (L) along with a youth use a satellite dish to move children across a flooded area after heavy monsoon rainfalls in Jaffarabad district, Balochistan province, on August 26, 2022. - Heavy rain continued to pound parts of Pakistan on August 26 after the government declared an emergency to deal with monsoon flooding it said had "affected" over four million people. (Photo by Fida HUSSAIN / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A general view shows the usually half submerged in water Luoxing Dun, a small island with ancient temples on it, in China's largest freshwater Poyang Lake in Juijiang, China's central Jiangxi province on August 23, 2022. (Photo by Noel Celis / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

This photograph taken on August 23, 2022 shows a general view of the swamp of Sau and the ruins of the church of Sant Roma de Sau, located in Vilanova de Sau,  province of Girona in Catalonia. - A centuries-old church and a huge megalithic complex are among the underwater monuments that have resurfaced in Spain as a severe drought causes water levels in reservoirs to plunge. (Photo by Josep LAGO / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A girl stands on top of destroyed Russian military equipment at Khreshchatyk street in Kyiv on August 20, 2022, that has been turned into an open-air military museum ahead of Ukraine's Independence Day on August 24, amid Russia's invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Dimitar DILKOFF / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A doe looks on in a burnt forest following a fire in South Gironde, near Belin-Beliet, south-western France on August 13, 2022. (Photo by Thibaud MORITZ / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Britain's Sasha Pardoe competes during the Women's Park BMX Cycling Freestyle event at the European Cycling Championships in Munich, southern Germany on August 12, 2022. - The event is part of the European Championships Munich 2022 running from August 11 to 21, 2022 and including nine different types of sport. (Photo by CHRISTOF STACHE / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A silhouette is seen in front of flames at a wildfire near Belin-Beliet, southwestern France, overnight on August 11, 2022. - French officials warned that flare-ups could cause a massive wildfire to further spread in the country's parched southwest, where fresh blazes have already blackened swathes of land this week. Prime Minister is expected to meet with authorities battling the Landiras blaze south of Bordeaux, and further reinforcements are expected for the 1,100 firefighters on site, the prefecture of the Gironde department said. (Photo by Thibaud MORITZ / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A resident watches the progression of a wildfire in Linhares, Celorico da Beira, on August 11, 2022. (Photo by PATRICIA DE MELO MOREIRA / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Ukranian soldiers take rest some km away from the frontline in Donbass region on August 10, 2022, amid Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Bulent KILIC / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Firefighters drink water and recover during an operation to stop a wildfire in the Sameiro village near the town of Manteigas, on August 10, 2022. - A wildfire that broke out on Saturday has been raging in the natural park of Serra da Estrela in central Portugal. (Photo by PATRICIA DE MELO MOREIRA / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A firefighter walks on the road with a flash light during a wildfire in Manteigas, central Portugal, on August 10, 2022. - A wildfire that broke out on August 6 has been raging in the natural park of Serra da Estrela. (Photo by PATRICIA DE MELO MOREIRA / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

Firefighters drink water and recover during an operation to stop a wildfire in the Sameiro village near the town of Manteigas, on August 10, 2022. - A wildfire that broke out on Saturday has been raging in the natural park of Serra da Estrela in central Portugal. (Photo by PATRICIA DE MELO MOREIRA / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A firefighter walks on the road with a flash light during a wildfire in Manteigas, central Portugal, on August 10, 2022. - A wildfire that broke out on August 6 has been raging in the natural park of Serra da Estrela. (Photo by PATRICIA DE MELO MOREIRA / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Electoral Commission Officials count votes inside a polling station after the official closing of the polls during Kenya's general election at Mathare Social Hall in Nairobi, Kenya, on August 9, 2022. (Photo by Luis Tato / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A polar bear snorts after swimming behind a pod of beluga whales passing near the shoreline of the Hudson Bay near Churchill on August 9, 2022. (Photo by Olivier MORIN / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A polar bear sleeps at the end of the night along the shoreline of the Hudson Bay near Churchill on August 8, 2022. (Photo by Olivier MORIN / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A polar bear sleeps at the end of the night along the shoreline of the Hudson Bay near Churchill on August 8, 2022. (Photo by Olivier MORIN / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Abortion supporters Alie Utley and Joe Moyer (R) react to the failed constitutional amendment proposal at the Kansas Constitutional Freedom Primary Election Watch Party in Overland Park, Kansas on August 2, 2022. - Voters in the traditionally conservative state of Kansas voted Tuesday to maintain the right to abortion, in the first election on the flashpoint issue since the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade in June, US media reported. 
In a significant win for the pro-access side of the US abortion debate, Kansans rejected an amendment that would have scrapped language in the state constitution guaranteeing the right to the procedure and could have paved the way for stricter regulations or a ban. (Photo by DAVE KAUP / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A kitten singed whiskers that survived the McKinney Fire hides in  rocks in the Klamath National Forest northwest of Yreka, California, on July 31, 2022. - The largest fire in California this year is forcing thousands of people to evacuate as it destroys homes and rips through the state's dry terrain, whipped up by strong winds and lightning storms.
The McKinney Fire was zero percent contained, CalFire said, spreading more than 51,000 acres near the city of Yreka. (Photo by DAVID MCNEW / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

Tourists are seen next to the Fee Glacier (German: Feegletscher) above the Swiss alpine resort of Saas-Fee on July 30, 2022. - Little snow cover and glaciers melting at an alarming rate amid Europe's sweltering heatwaves have put some of the most classic Alpine hiking routes off-limits. Usually at the height of summer, tourists flock to the Alps and seek out well-trodden paths up to some of Europe's most iconic peaks. (Photo by Fabrice COFFRINI / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

This aerial view taken on July 29, 2022 shows burnt trees after wildfires near Landiras, southwestern France. - The Gironde prefecture said the two fires, which have destroyed 20,800 hectares of forest in Gironde over the past 10 days and led to the evacuation of more than 36,000 people, are fixed but that firefighters still need to remain on site to monitor for possible recurrences. (Photo by Thibaud MORITZ / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A municipal worker cuts sidewalks trees past a burning house hit by a shell in the outskirts of Bakhmut, Eastern Ukraine, on July 27, 2022, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by BULENT KILIC / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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EDITORS NOTE: Graphic content / -- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Hassan Razem, a ten-year-old child suffering from severe acute malnutrition is pictured in the Abs district of Yemen's northwestern Hajjah province, on July 25, 2022. - A seven-year-long civil war between pro-government forces and Huthi rebels has pushed the country to the brink of famine. Hundreds of thousands are estimated to have died and millions have been displaced in what the United Nations calls the world's worst humanitarian crisis. (Photo by ESSA AHMED / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

The sun sinks behind a smoky sky and burned forest at the Oak Fire on near Mariposa, California, on July 24, 2022. - The fierce California wildfire expanded early Sunday burning several thousand acres and forcing evacuations, as tens of millions of Americans sweltered through scorching heat with already record-setting temperatures due to climb even further. More than 2,000 firefighters backed by 17 helicopters have been deployed against the Oak Fire, which broke out Friday near Yosemite National Park, the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) said in a report. (Photo by DAVID MCNEW / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A police truck passes next to residents of the Complexo do Alemao favela carrying the corpse of a dead man during a police raid in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, on July 21, 2022. - At least four people died this Thursday during a new police raid against organized crime in a favela in Rio de Janeiro, police and local media reported. (Photo by MAURO PIMENTEL / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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EDITORS NOTE: Graphic content / -- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A relative knees by the body of a teenager who died in a Russian missile strike at a bus stop in Saltivka, a northern district of the second largest Ukrainian city of Kharkiv on July 20, 2022 amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by SERGEY BOBOK / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

This photograph taken on July 18, 2022 shows people swim on the Moulleau's beach as the smoke rising from the forest fire in La Teste-de-Buch, seen from Arcachon, in front of the Pilat dune. - In scorching heat, with more than 40°C, some 8,000 people had to leave - in a "preventive manner" according to the prefecture - the Miquelots and Pyla-sur-Mer, districts of the municipality of La Teste-de-Buch, a town of 28,000 inhabitants where 4,300 hectares of forest went up in smoke. (Photo by THIBAUD MORITZ / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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(FILES) This file photo taken on July 18, 2022 shows people swim on the Moulleau's beach as the smoke rising from the forest fire in La Teste-de-Buch, seen from Arcachon, in front of the Pilat dune, southwestern France. - France experienced its "hottest year" ever measured since records began in 1900, a "symptom of climate change in France," announced  Meteo-France (France's national weather service) on November 30, 2022. (Photo by THIBAUD MORITZ / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

Tourists look at the plume of dark smoke over the Dune of Pilat from Cap Ferret due to a wildfire in a forest near La Teste , southwestern France, on July 18, 2022. - A fire in progress since July 12, 2022 afternoon has burned 12000 hectares of pine forest near La Teste (Gironde), some 40 km southwest of Bordeaux, leading to the evacuation of 5 camping grounds, the prefecture said on July 14, 2022. (Photo by Olivier MORIN / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

People walk on the Dune of Pilat (Dune du Pilat) near La Teste-de-Buch, southwestern France, on July 16, 2022. - The intense mobilization of firefighters did not weaken on July 16, 2022 to fix the fires in the south of France, and particularly in Gironde where new evacuations are in progress in front of the advance of the flames which ravaged more than 10.000 hectares of forests, in a context of generalized heat wave all weekend. (Photo by GAIZKA IROZ / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A forest ranger looks on as a wild forest fire rages near the Moroccan city of Ksar el-Kebir in the Larache region on July 15, 2022. (Photo by FADEL SENNA / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Migrants line up as they wait to be processed by US Border Patrol after illegally crossing the US-Mexico border in Yuma, Arizona in the early morning of July 11, 2022. - Every year, tens of thousands of migrants fleeing violence or poverty in Central and South America attempt to cross the border into the United States in pursuit of the American dream. Many never make it. (Photo by allison dinner / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

People play cards inside the official residence of Sri Lanka's Prime Minister, in Colombo on July 10, 2022, a day after it was overrun by anti-government protestors. (Photo by Arun SANKAR / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

This photograph taken near Gletsch, in the Swiss Alps, on July 8, 2022 shows insulating foam covering a part of the Rhone Glacier to prevent it from melting next to its glacial lake, formed by the melting of the glacier due to global warming. - The Rhone Glacier has been selected among ten glaciers across the world to be monitored by high resolution time-lapse cameras as part of the Planet Watch projet launched by French digital image solution startup Enlaps, helping to document and measure the impact of global warming. (Photo by Fabrice COFFRINI / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

This photograph taken near Gletsch, in the Swiss Alps, on July 8, 2022 shows insulating foam covering a part of the Rhone Glacier to prevent it from melting next to its glacial lake, formed by the melting of the glacier due to global warming. - The Rhone Glacier has been selected among ten glaciers across the world to be monitored by high resolution time-lapse cameras as part of the Planet Watch projet launched by French digital image solution startup Enlaps, helping to document and measure the impact of global warming. (Photo by Fabrice COFFRINI / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

Residents look out at floowwaters next to the overflowing Hawkesbury River in the northwestern Sydney suburb of Pitt Town on July 6, 2022. - Thousands of Australians were ordered to evacuate their homes in Sydney as torrential rain battered the country's largest city and floodwaters inundated its outskirts. (Photo by Muhammad FAROOQ / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A man paddles his raft while collecting recyclable materials in the waters of river Yamuna coated with polluted foam in New Delhi on July 5, 2022. (Photo by Sajjad HUSSAIN / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

This view taken on July 5, 2022 from a rescue helicopter, shows the Punta Rocca glacier that collapsed near Canazei, on the mountain of Marmolada, two days after a record-high temperature of 10 degrees Celsius (50 degrees Fahrenheit) was recorded at the glacier's summit. - The deadly collapse of an Italian glacier, causing an avalanche which killed at least seven people, is linked to climate change, Italy's Prime Minister Mario Draghi said Monday. (Photo by Tiziana FABI / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Alfa Romeo Chinese driver Zhou Guanyu skids across the track after a collision with Mercedes' British driver George Russell (unseen) during the Formula One British Grand Prix at the Silverstone motor racing circuit in Silverstone, central England on July 3, 2022. (Photo by Ben Stansall / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Turquoise water is seen in a large melt hole on the top of an iceberg in the Disko bay, Ilulissat, western Greenland, on June 29, 2022. - The icebergs originates from Jakobshavn glacier (Sermeq Kujalleq), the most productive glacier in the Northern Hemisphere. The massive icebergs that detach from the glacier float for years in the waters in front of the fjord before being carried south by ocean currents. (Photo by Odd ANDERSEN / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

Turquoise water is seen in a large melt hole on the top of an iceberg in the Disko bay, Ilulissat, western Greenland, on June 29, 2022. - The icebergs originates from Jakobshavn glacier (Sermeq Kujalleq), the most productive glacier in the Northern Hemisphere. The massive icebergs that detach from the glacier float for years in the waters in front of the fjord before being carried south by ocean currents. (Photo by Odd ANDERSEN / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A boy walks on a boat left lying on the dried-up bed of a section of Iraq's receding southern marshes of Chibayish in Dhi Qar province, on June 28, 2022. - Iraq's drought reflects a decline in the level of waterways due to the lack of rain and lower flows from upstream neighboring countries Iran and Turkey. (Photo by Asaad NIAZI / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A boy walks on a boat left lying on the dried-up bed of a section of Iraq's receding southern marshes of Chibayish in Dhi Qar province, on June 28, 2022. - Iraq's drought reflects a decline in the level of waterways due to the lack of rain and lower flows from upstream neighboring countries Iran and Turkey. (Photo by Asaad NIAZI / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

USA's coach Andrea Fuentes (R) swims to recover USA's Anita Alvarez (L), from the bottom of the pool during an incident in the women's solo free artistic swimming finals, during the Budapest 2022 World Aquatics Championships at the Alfred Hajos Swimming Complex in Budapest on June 22, 2022. (Photo by Oli SCARFF / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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EDITORS NOTE: Graphic content / -- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

The father of a man who was reportedly killed by a cluster rocket mourns over his body in the city of Lysychansk in the eastern Ukrainian region of Donbas on June 18, 2022 amid the Russian invasion of the country. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Firefighters operate at the site of a wildfire in Pumarejo de Tera near Zamora, northern Spain, on June 18, 2022. - Firefighters continued to fight against multiple fires in Spain, one of which ravaged nearly 20,000 hectares of land, on the last day of an extreme heat wave which crushed the country, with peaks at 43 degrees. The largest of these forest fires was still out of control this afternoon in the Sierra de la Culebra, a mountain range in the region of Castile and Leon (northwest), near the border with Portugal. (Photo by CESAR MANSO / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

This aerial photograph taken on June 16, 2022, shows a wind turbine farm in the Baltic Sea, north-east of Rugen Island in Germany. (Photo by FRED TANNEAU / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

An eldery woman sits in front of destroyed houses after a missile strike, which killed an old woman, in the city of Druzhkivka (also written Druzhkovka) in the eastern Ukrainian region of Donbas on June 5, 2022. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Britain's Prince Louis of Cambridge (R) holds his ears as he stands next to Britain's Queen Elizabeth II to watch a special flypast from Buckingham Palace balcony following the Queen's Birthday Parade, the Trooping the Colour, as part of Queen Elizabeth II's platinum jubilee celebrations, in London on June 2, 2022. - Huge crowds converged on central London in bright sunshine on Thursday for the start of four days of public events to mark Queen Elizabeth II's historic Platinum Jubilee, in what could be the last major public event of her long reign. (Photo by Daniel LEAL / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Ukrainian servicemen assist their comrades not far from the frontline in the eastern Ukrainian region of Donbas, on May 21, 2022. (Photo by Aris MESSINIS / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

People wade through a road damaged by flood waters after heavy rains in Nagaon district, Assam state, on May 19, 2022. - At least 10 people, including a four-year-old child have died in floods and landslides this week after unusually heavy rains pummelled several parts of India, as forecasters warned on May 18 of more deluges. (Photo by Biju BORO / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A Zimbabwe National Parks' armed guard walks through piles of elephant ivory stored inside a strong room where Zimbabwe's ivory is secured during a tour of the stockpile by European Union envoys, in Harare, on May 16, 2022. - The wild life authority campaigns to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES)  for a once off sale of the elephant ivory on the legal market with proceeds going to benefit communities surounding animal conservancy areas. (Photo by Jekesai NJIKIZANA / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Sasha (L), 4, and his sister Ksenia, 8, children of a family that decided not to evacuate, pose in a bedroom in the basement shelter in Lysychansk, eastern Ukraine, on May 15, 2022, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A father fans his son in the recovery section for of malnourished patients in the ALIMA (The Alliance for International Medical Action)  managed nutrition unit of the hospital Tchad/ Chine in N'djamena, Chad on May 13, 2022. - The increase in malnutrition cases is caused by multiple factors, covid-19 caused a rise in prices since 2021, the farming output from the last year was worse then the past 5, and now with the war in Ukraine the prices of basic staples are rising rapidly. The unit has the capacity for 60 patients but is accepting 100 as the cases continue to rise. In normal years the height of malnutrition cases is in July and August, and the fear is that the unit will be completely overwhelmed by then since they are already past capacity, according to operations support manager, Tiffany Hountondji for the EU funded ALIMA NGO. (Photo by Andrew CABALLERO-REYNOLDS / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Palestinian cameraman Mujahed al-Saadi (C) of Palestine Today TV mourns with other journalists over the body of veteran Al-Jazeera reporter Shireen Abu Aqleh (Akleh), who was shot dead as she covered a raid on the West Bank's Jenin refugee camp, on May 11, 2022, at the hospital in Jenin. - Abu Aqleh, 51, a prominent figure in the channel's Arabic news service was shot dead by Israeli troops early in the morning as she covered a raid on Jenin refugee camp in the occupied West Bank, according to Al-Jazeera. The Qatari news channel said its journalist had been shot dead "deliberately" and "in cold blood" by Israeli troops but Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett said it was likely Palestinian gunfire had killed the reporter. (Photo by JAAFAR ASHTIYEH / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A picture taken on May 10, 2022 from the botanic park "Library of Trees" shows flowers and the Vertical Forest high-rise complex (Bosco Verticale) in the modern district of Porta Nuova in Milan. (Photo by MIGUEL MEDINA / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Russian Ambassador to Poland, Ambassador Sergey Andreev reacts after being covered with red paint during a protest prior a ceremony at the Soviet soldier war mausoleum in Warsaw, Poland on May 9, 2022, on the day of the 77th anniversary of the 1945 Soviet victory against Nazi Germany. (Photo by Wojtek RADWANSKI / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

People evacuated from Mariupol arrive on buses at a registration and processing area for internally displaced people in Zaporizhzhia, on May 8, 2022. - Eight buses carrying 174 Mariupol civilians, including 40 evacuated from the Black Sea port's besieged Azovstal steelworks, arrived in Ukrainian-controlled Zaporizhzhia on Sunday, an AFP reporter witnessed. The 40 were evacuated on May, 7, 2022,  from the steel plant, where the last Ukrainian soldiers in the devastated city are holed up and surrounded by Russian troops. (Photo by Dimitar DILKOFF / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A woman walks by a wall of pungent foam which formed in a polluted river and invaded the Los Puentes neighbourhood, in Mosquera, west of Bogota, on April 26, 2022. (Photo by Juan BARRETO / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

A woman walks by a wall of pungent foam which formed in a polluted river and invaded the Los Puentes neighbourhood, in Mosquera, west of Bogota, on April 26, 2022. (Photo by Juan BARRETO / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

An internally displaced 92-year-old woman lays downs as she waits for Ukraine Red Cross to evacuate her, in a bunker at a factory in Severodonetsk, eastern Ukraine, on April 22, 2022 amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Yasuyoshi CHIBA / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A man walks in a cemetery in Irpin on April 19, 2022, where at least three rows of new graves have been dug to accommodate those killed during the Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A catholic faithful holds a crucifix during a Good Friday Meditation prayer carried out by prelates in the Notre-Dame cathedral in Paris on April 15, 2022, marking the third anniversary of a fire that partially destroyed the cathedral. (Photo by Bertrand GUAY / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Aerial view showing the construction of the Mayan Train between Tulum and Playa del Carmen, Quintana Roo State, Mexico, on April 14, 2022. - A Mexican judge suspended construction of part of President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador's flagship tourist train project in the Yucatan peninsula due to a lack of environmental impact studies. (Photo by CARLO ECHEGOYEN / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 -- 

Aerial view showing the construction of the Mayan Train between Tulum and Playa del Carmen, Quintana Roo State, Mexico, on April 14, 2022. - A Mexican judge suspended construction of part of President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador's flagship tourist train project in the Yucatan peninsula due to a lack of environmental impact studies. (Photo by CARLO ECHEGOYEN / AFP) / AFP ENVIRONMENT PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A Russian soldier patrols at the Mariupol drama theatre, bombed last March 16, on April 12, 2022 in Mariupol, as Russian troops intensify a campaign to take the strategic port city, part of an anticipated massive onslaught across eastern Ukraine, while Russia's President makes a defiant case for the war on Russia's neighbour. - *EDITOR'S NOTE: This picture was taken during a trip organized by the Russian military.* (Photo by Alexander NEMENOV / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

French far-right party Rassemblement National's (RN) presidential candidate Marine Le Pen (C) reacts after the first results of the first round of the Presidential election in Paris, on April  10, 2022. (Photo by JOEL SAGET / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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EDITORS NOTE: Graphic content / -- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A dead body is seen in a mass grave in Motyzhyn village, Bucha district of Kyiv oblast, west of the Ukrainian capital Kyiv on April 4, 2022. - The EU said on April 4, 2022, it is urgently discussing a new round of sanctions on Russia as it condemned "atrocities" reported in Ukrainian towns that have been occupied by Moscow's troops. Russia invaded Ukraine on February 24, 2022. (Photo by RONALDO SCHEMIDT / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky (C) speaks to media in the town of Bucha, northwest of the Ukrainian capital Kyiv, on April 4, 2022. - Ukraine's President Volodymyr Zelensky said on April 3, 2022 the Russian leadership was responsible for civilian killings in Bucha, outside Kyiv, where bodies were found lying in the street after the town was retaken by the Ukrainian army. (Photo by RONALDO SCHEMIDT / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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EDITORS NOTE: Graphic content / -- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A dog lies next to the body of Volodymyr Brovchenko in Yablunska street in Bucha, northwest of Kyiv, April 3, 2022. According to witnesses he was shot dead around March 5 during Russian occupation of the city as he was riding a bicycle to another village. - The Kremlin on April 4, 2022 rejected accusations that Russian forces were responsible for killing civilians near Kyiv. "We categorically reject all allegations," Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov told journalists. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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EDITORS NOTE: Graphic content / -- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

The body of a man, with his wrists tied behind his back, lies on a street in Bucha, just northwest of the capital Kyiv on April 2, 2022. - The bodies of at least 20 men in civilian clothes were found lying in a single street on April 2, 2022, after Ukrainian forces retook the town of Bucha near Kyiv from Russian troops, AFP journalists said. Russian forces withdrew from several towns near Kyiv in recent days after Moscow's bid to encircle the capital failed, with Ukraine declaring that Bucha had been "liberated". (Photo by RONALDO SCHEMIDT / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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EDITORS NOTE: Graphic content / -- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

In this photo taken on April 2, 2022, bodies of civilians lie on Yablunska street in Bucha, northwest of Kyiv, after the Russian army pulled back from the city. The first body on the picture has been identified as Mykhailo Kovalenko, who was shot dead by Russian soldiers according to relatives interviewed by AFP. When the 62-year-old arrived on Yablunska, he "got out of the vehicle with his hands up" to present himself to a checkpoint manned by Russian soldiers, said Artem, the boyfriend of Kovalenko’s daughter. Still, the troops opened fire, said his daughter and his wife, who survived the attack by running away. - The bodies of at least 20 men in civilian clothes were found lying in a single street Saturday after Ukrainian forces retook the town of Bucha near Kyiv from Russian troops, AFP journalists said. Russian forces withdrew from several towns near Kyiv in recent days after Moscow's bid to encircle the capital failed, with Ukraine declaring that Bucha had been "liberated". (Photo by RONALDO SCHEMIDT / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

French President and liberal party La Republique en Marche (LREM) candidate for re-election Emmanuel Macron salutes people as he arrives for his first campaign meeting at the Paris La Defense Arena in Nanterre, on the outskirts of Paris, on April 2, 2022. (Photo by Ludovic MARIN / POOL / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

This aerial picture shows burned Russian armoured vehicles in the outskirts of Kyiv, on April 1, 2022, amid the Russian invasion of Ukraine. (Photo by Ronaldo SCHEMIDT / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A worker, wearing a protective gear, guards the entrance to a neighborhood in lockdown as a measure against the Covid-19 coronavirus, in Jing'an district, in Shanghai on March 29, 2022. (Photo by Hector RETAMAL / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

US actor Will Smith (R) slaps US actor Chris Rock onstage during the 94th Oscars at the Dolby Theatre in Hollywood, California on March 27, 2022. (Photo by Robyn Beck / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

An Ukrainian serviceman takes cover as people evacuate  the city of Irpin on March 13, 2022. - Russian forces advance ever closer to the capital from the north, west and northeast. Russian strikes also destroy an airport in the town of Vasylkiv, south of Kyiv. A US journalist was shot dead and another wounded in Irpin, a frontline northwest suburb of Kyiv, medics and witnesses told AFP. (Photo by Aris Messinis / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --
Cosplayer Dom Charland, dressed as Batman, poses for his photographer on the Edge, the highest outdoor sky deck in the Western Hemisphere located Hudson Yards in New York on March 10, 2022. (Photo by TIMOTHY A. CLARY / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A rescuer pushes a trolley with an eldery woman during the evacuation by civilians of the city of Irpin, northwest of Kyiv, on March 8, 2022. - More than two million people have fled Ukraine since Russia launched its full-scale invasion less than two weeks ago, the United Nations said on March 8, 2022. (Photo by Sergei SUPINSKY / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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-- AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022 --

A father puts his hand on the window as he says goodbye to his daughter in front of an evacuation train at the central train station in Odessa on March 7, 2022. - Odessa, which Ukraine fears could be the next target of Russia's offensive in the south, is the country's main port and is vital for its economy. But the city of one million people close to the Romanian and Moldovan borders also holds a special place in the Russian imagination. (Photo by BULENT KILIC / AFP) / AFP PICTURES OF THE YEAR 2022
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